C P Patel & F H Shah Commerce College, Anand


On the occasions of International Mother Language Day, EBSB club of C P Patel & F H Shah Commerce College, Anand, Gujarat has arranged ‘Video Screening’ on language of paired state Chhattisgarh.

At the outset the Principal of the college and Nodal officer of EBSB, Dr R D Modi has appreciated students who have shown their interest in knowing and learning Chhattisgarhi language even though it’s their internal exam time. EBSB Club Coordinator, Dr Mittal Thakkar has briefly explained culture of Chhattisgarh and various languages spoken in Chhattisgarh with the help of small video. A faculty member, Dr Mehul Patel provided a glimpse of five different main dialects of Chhattisgarhi on the basis of geographical division with the help of a documentary.

The entire Programme was organized by Dr Mittal Thakkar, Dr Mehul Patel and other members of the EBSB Club under the guidance of EBSB Nodal officer DR R D Modi. Faculty members of the college have encouraged students by giving their present in the event.